Grilled Vegetable Salad

2 ea	Eggplant 
2 ea	Zucchini  
4 ea	Roma Tomato
1 ea	Red Onion
1 pt	Mini Sweet Peppers
½ tsp	Garlic Powder
¼ tsp	Onion Powder
¾ tsp	Kosher Salt
½ c	Olive Oil
3 Tbs	Balsamic Vinegar 


1.	Cut eggplant and zucchini into ½” planks longwise. 
2.	Quarter tomatoes.
3.	Cut onions into ½” slices.
4.	Grill until golden brown and slightly charred.
5.	Grill the sweet peppers whole until the whole skin is completely charred.
6.	Place sweet peppers into a plastic bag and creating a seal so the peppers can steam.  Let set.
7.	Dice the eggplant, zucchini and onion into large cubes and place in a bowl.
8.	Under running cold water, remove the skin from the peppers.
9.	Split peppers and remove the seeds.
10.	Cut peppers into ½” strips and add to the bowl with remaining ingredients.
11.	Mix well and refrigerate. 

Grilling season is starting but as we Coloradoans know the snow is unpredictable.  So, planning to grill a head of time can be a bit tricky.  The vegetables can all be roasted in the oven with a little of the olive oil except for the peppers.  But, not to worry, they can be done with a pair of tongs and a gas burner.  Which is the way I did my peppers.  If you aren’t able to do the peppers there are always canned roasted red peppers.  

I found my mini sweet peppers at the Vitamin Cottage and the plastic shopping bag worked well for steaming.  If you don’t have access to the mini sweet peppers, 1 red/orange and 1 yellow normal size will do.  A gallon size zip-lock bag works well but can be a bit more $$$.  Other vegetables, as always, can be used with or in place of the ones I suggested such as baby artichokes and/or asparagus.

This salad works well with a plate of cheese and crackers for an appetizer, but can also be used with sliced ham and/or hard salami and provolone cheese on a sandwich.  

Be creative, have fun and enjoy!!!

